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EL5373 Internet Architecture and Protocols



Homework 1 Please save paper by NOT printing this document



Question 1 Compute the percentage overhead (defined as the number of bytes in headers and trailers divided by the total number of bytes sent) incurred by sending data payload in a. fully loaded Ethernet frames b. fully loaded PPP frames. In both cases, assume the channel to be idle initially. Note that the period that a host must wait before it transmits is also ignored.



Question 2 Assuming initially idle channel, consider sending 400byte of data over an Ethernet and a PPP Link. What are the actual overhead percentages for the data transfers?



Question 3 As you have learnt, a number of hosts using Ethernet, share a single channel and each collision decreases throughput. If hosts on a 6-host 10Mbps 80m Ethernet LAN send frames 64byte long, a. what is the scenario that maximizes throughput of the hosts? b. for the scenario you chose, what is the maximum number of frames that can be sent in a 1s time period? Explain your assumptions and show all steps. For propagation delay computation, assume that 8 1 the speed of light is 2  10 ms .



Question 4 Consider the Network shown in the figure on the next page. The IP Address and MAC Address of each interface are given in the figure. Assume ARP cashes at the hosts and routers are empty initially. Consider the following three events: Event 1 – Host I sends an IP datagram to Host II. Event 2 – 20s later, Host II sends an IP datagram to Host III. Event 3 – 20s later, Host III sends an IP datagram to Host I. Assuming the three events occur in sequence, answer questions that follow the figure, for each of them.
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Host I



.3



.4



Host II 131.12.16.50



0:23:6:ff:12:21



Host III



0:21:61:d1:1a:1



PPP Ethernet



Ethernet



131.12.16



140.160.91 .1 0:0:6:f:ef:3d



Router



.1 3:2f:6e:5f:4d:1a



a. How many ARP Request-Reply pairs are exchanged? b. For each of these ARP Request-Reply pair, - on which network does the exchange take place? (say PPP or if Ethernet, give subnet) - what is the IP Address being resolved in the Request? - what is the resolved MAC Address? - who sends the ARP Request and who sends the ARP Reply? c. How many frames are sent when the actual IP datagram is transferred? On which networks are the frames sent? What are the source and destination MAC addresses in each of these frames (if applicable)? d. What is the order in which the ARP Requests, Replies, and the frames carrying the actual datagram are sent?



Question 5 Consider the Network of LANs and MAC Bridges shown below.



H1 2:8:10:5f:6e:45 LAN A 0:0:1f:1d:2:4e 2



photon



4



1



2:8:1:5:6d:7e



5e:12:5f:56:6e:45



LAN B



1



catt



3 1:8:10:5f:6e:45 2:4:5:3:6d:7e



H2



2



6e:34:90:54:89:7



2:8:16:56:6e:45 LAN D



LAN F



LAN C



2



duke



6:18:5f:6e:1:45



4:98:8:78:6f:6a 5:14:5f:6e:4:5



1



4:11:10:5f:6e:45



3



5:12:5f:6e:4:5



1



2



utopia



3



6e:34:90:54:89:7 LAN E
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Assume all LANs are Ethernet LANs. The priorities of the bridges in the above figure are shown below. Bridge photon duke utopia catt



Priority (0x) cd:12 ac:12 ac:12 bc:15



Answer the following questions. a. What are the Bridge Identifiers of the four bridges? b. Order the four bridges based on their Bridge Identifiers (answered in a.) and assign them logical numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in order, with logical number 1 being assigned to the bridge with the lowest Bridge Identifier. Note that now, each bridge has three attributes – the Name, the Bridge Identifier and the Logical Number. c.



What are the initial BPDUs that the bridges generate at t=0? Use the notation for BPDUs used in the example in the slides (). Use the bridge Logical Numbers instead of Bridge Identifiers for the root id and bridge id fields of the BPDUs. Note that this is just a short hand to avoid writing the whole Bridge Identifiers all the time. In the actual BPDUs exchanged by the bridges, the whole Bridge Identifiers are used.



d. Assume that the bridges send out BPDUs at t=0, t=1, t=2,... and that the bridges receive the corresponding BPDUs at t=0+  , t=1+  , t=2+  ,... respectively. When the bridges receive BPDUs, they compute five parameters. Fill in the shaded regions of the tables below using values of these five parameters generated at each time t=n+  until the network reaches a stable point (i.e., when there are no further changes in the five parameters computed by each bridge).



Parameters computed at t=n+  photon Parameter Value Root Bridge Logical Number



duke Parameter Value Root Bridge Logical Number



utopia Parameter Value Root Bridge Logical Number



catt Parameter Value Root Bridge Logical Number



Root Port



Root Port



Root Port



Root Port



Root Path Cost



Root Path Cost



Root Path Cost



Root Path Cost



New BPDU



New BPDU



New BPDU



New BPDU



Designated Ports



Designated Ports



Designated Ports



Designated Ports
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BPDUs sent at t=n Bridge



BPDU



photon duke utopia catt e. Mark the state of each port in the Network figure: use b for blocked state and f for forwarding state. f.



Draw the spanning tree.



g. If host H1 sends a MAC frame to host H2, list the bridges that receive and/or forward the MAC frame with the ports at which they receive or forward frames respectively. h. Subsequently, if host H2 sends a MAC frame to host H1, list the bridges that receive and/or forward the MAC frame with the ports at which they receive or forward frames respectively.
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Question 3. As you have learnt, a number of hosts using Ethernet, share a single channel and each collision decreases throughput. If hosts on a 6-host 10Mbps 80m Ethernet LAN send frames 64byte long, a. what is the scenario that maximizes throughput of the hosts? b. for the scenario you chose, what is the maximum ... 
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Homework #1 - GitHub 

Please select either bus 2 or 3 as reference bus, calculate the line flows, and check if the results are the same. 2. Come up with a case study of LP, and solve it in ...




















CSCI 305 Homework 1 - GitHub 

Feb 9, 2018 - 2. What is the name of the paradigm that treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical functions and avoids changing-state and mutable data? (1 pt) a. event-driven b. concurrent c. scripting d. object-oriented e. logic f. imperat




















Semester 2 Homework 1 

Brad. ( I'm / I'll ) going home. ( lt / It's ) looks dangerous! Len, don't worry. (I / I've ) been lots of times. ( You'll / You ) won't get hurt. And ( you'll / you ) love it!




















Homework 12 Solutions Problem 1 

(where these operators are the ordinary Killing vectors, denoted by fÂµ = ÏµM fM. Âµ in class.) Comment 1: The deeper reason for this minus sign follows from the ...
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Homeworkâ€‹â€‹is oneâ€‹â€‹ofâ€‹â€‹theâ€‹â€‹optionsâ€‹â€‹parents/legalâ€‹â€‹guardiansâ€‹â€‹haveâ€‹â€‹toâ€‹â€‹supportâ€‹â€‹theirâ€‹â€‹child's learning.




















ACEC316 - Gantt Chart - Homework # 1 

Mar 17, 2009 - If you are building or remodeling a home, you will be confronted with the ..... 30-Nov-2004 07-Dec-2004 Telephone System Rough-in.




















Algebra 1 Honors - Homework Supplement.pdf 

6 (y) 3. g - 4 4. _. 12. h. Evaluate each ... 2k + 7 = 15 33. 11 - 5m = -4 34. 23 = 9 - 2d. 35. _. 2 .... Algebra 1 Honors - Homework Supplement.pdf. Algebra 1 Honors ...
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Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children (Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children). Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children Boxed Set. Library of Souls: The Third Novel of Miss Peregrine's Peculiar Children. Hollow City: The Second Novel of Miss Peregrine's




















Unit 4C - Day 2 Homework (1).pdf 

Transformations of Tangent & Cotangent Functions. Directions: Identify the stretch/shrink, period, and transformations of the function. Then graph one. period of the function. 1) ff(xx) = 3cot 2x +. 5Ï€. 6 âˆ’ 2. Str/Shr: ______. Period: ______. I




















Benton Elementary Homework Guidelines (1).pdf 

C. How much time will it take for the student to complete the work? If the decision is made to send work home, staff will follow these guidelines: 1. Homework will ...




















2102332 Linear Control System 1 Semester 2/2010 Homework #4 ... 

For a position tracking system shown in Figure 1, the control configuration can be viewed as proportional plus derivative (PD) control where the control ...




















Homework 3 

Lecture 6: Programming in R. 1) Load the warpbreaks data set and attach it.* This data set gives the number of warp breaks per loom, where a loom corresponds ...




















Homework Hotline.pdf 

Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. Whoops! There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Homework Hotline.pdf. Homework Hotline.pdf. Open. Ex




















Homework 12 - Magnetism - GitHub 

region containing a constant magnetic field B = 2.6T aligned with the positive ... With what speed v did the particle enter the region containing the magnetic field?




















Homework Practice - WinningWithLinningMath 

of the girls have blue eyes, what fraction of the girls in class have neither blue or brown eyes? 16. PIE Ubi made a banana cream pie. His brother ate. 1. âˆ’. 3.




















homework 

ventus and I was in San Siro Stadium when Inter won the. 'scudetto' with a 5-0 win. 2003 was the first year Valletta qualified for the UEFA. Champions League and the fist game was Valletta versus AC. Milan. Ta' Qali was in a craze when Massimo scored




















Homework #4 

Returned: Friday, March 25, 2016. 1. Growth of structure with neutrinos. [30 points; 5 points each]. In most of our studies of the matter-dominated era in class, we ...




















homework-help.pdf 

Page 1 of 22. Alternative Homework Ideas. We compiled this list from ideas collected from the Love and Logic Insider Club. members. Thank you to everyone ...




















Homework 2 

Recall the unitary group U1 = {z âˆˆ C | |z| = 1}. Find all the one dimensional continuous complex representations of U1. 5. Let G be a finite group. Let Ï� : G âˆ’â†’ GLn(R) be an n-dimensional real representation. Prove that there exists a matrix Ï
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